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manchester film festival 2017

Radisson

the manchester film festival 2017, powered by metrolink, 
is back, bigger and better at the oDeon manchester 
from march 2nd – 5th.
 

Manchester Film Festival offers an incredible array of film premieres from all over the 
world and this free guide will show you all there is to see across an amazing weekend of 
film! We have three main strands at this year’s festival - RISING STARS, BE WHO YOU ARE 
SAY WHAT YOU FEEL and MANIFF’s annual WOMEN IN FILM. 

New to 2017, the RISING STARS strand will showcase emerging talent from behind and in 
front of the independent camera with closing night film KATIE SAYS GOODBYE, starring
OLIVIA COOKE, spearheading this category for 2017.

BE WHO YOU ARE SAY WHAT YOU FEEL inspired by the Dr Seuss quote of “…because
those who mind don’t matter and those who matter don’t mind” will champion the vast
selection of films that portray themes of acceptance and freedom.

Once again MANIFF will tie in with Manchester’s WONDER WOMAN event to celebrate 
a selection of 30 plus films by female directors, with  A TREE, A ROCK, A CLOUD by 
Hollywood legend Karen Allen, being a highlight. 

TIMOTHY SPALL, OLIVIA COOKE, KAREN ALLEN and STEF DAWSON are among several 
confirmed guests so get your tickets now!

regular tickets
Adult: £8, Senior: £7, Student £6

tickets and passes

full festival pass
Get access to the entire festival weekend including the Opening and closing night 
Gala screenings and the awards ceremony. Adult: £66, Senior: £58, Student:  £50

shorts pass
Get access to all 8 shorts screenings at the festival
Adult: £50, Senior: £42, Student: £38

Documentary pass
Get access to all 7 documentary screenings at the festival.
Adult: £42, Senior: £36, Student: £33

festival pass - ExCLUDING OPENING AND CLOSING
Get access to the entire festival weekend excluding the Opening and closing night 
Gala screenings and the awards ceremony. Adult: £56, Senior: £49, Student: £42

4 film pass
Come and see any 4 film screenings showing across the festival weekend, features, 
shorts or documentaries. Adult: £27.50, Senior: £24, Student: £20

Book your tickets now at www.maniff.com/tickets

M A N C H E S T E R
Radisson Blu Edwardian, Manchester takes one of the city’s 

most famous facades and turns it into a style icon for tomorrow. 
a storied past, a soothing spa, spacious meeting spaces,lively 

restaurants and decadent bars - this hotel has it all discover Blu. 

RADISSON BLU EDWARDIAN, MANCHESTER

B E T T E R  I N  B L U

Proud to be an Off icial Hotel Par tner of The Manchester Film Festival

Free Trade Hall, Peter Street, Manchester M2 5GP 
radissonblu-edwardian.com/manchester

Owned and managed Edwardian Hotels London
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official selection - opening anD closing films

opening night gala - thursDay 2nD march - 20:00

alfie Boe - on the Wheels of a Dream
presenteD By 

Plus the short films: TAUBMAN, ONE LAST DANCE and THE LAST LAUGH.

closing night gala - sunDay 5th march - 19:30

katie says gooDBye  - PRESENTED BY

Followed by the closing awards ceremony.

Wayne roberts | canada | 88 minutes | english language
Starring - Olivia cooke, mary Steenburgen, Jim Belushi, 
mireille Enos, christopher abbott.
Oldham’s own Olivia Cooke follows up her break out 
role in Me and Earl and the Dying Girl with a magnetic 
performance in Katie Says Goodbye. Cooke plays Katie, 
a seventeen-year old in the American Southwest who 
prostitutes herself to local men in the hope of making 
enough money to escape her mundane existence.

Katie Says Goodbye represents Independent American 
Cinema at its most electric as Wayne Roberts directs 
this wistful and poignant portrayal of life in the middle 
of the American nowhere. Recalling the haunting beauty 
of Terrence Malick Katie Says Goodbye is a poetic and 
beautiful film.

plus introduction and Q and a with olivia cooke.

go see if you liked lola and or the last picture shoW.

lisa edwards | usa l 56 minutes | english language
Starring - alfie Boe
Fleetwood born and international opera sensation, Alfie 
Boe, pursues his passion by using his stand-out voice to 
crossover into the world of rock-n-roll. 

Alfie Boe: On the Wheels of a Dream portrays the 
struggle, disappointment and stress which exists for an 
established artist attempting to break the mould and 
reach for new heights, across the unforgiving terrain of 
the USA.

plus Q and a with director lisa edwards.

WORLD PREMIERE

INTRODUCED BY OLIVA COOKE
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official selection - narrative featuresnarrative features

luciana canton | Brazil | 70 minutes | portugese language
Starring - andréia Ferriello, antonio Jorge Dantas
Public Intimacy is a movie about how we deal with 
sexuality and love on public and private levels. The four 
stories of ‘Public Intimacy’ deal with urgent and profound 
themes, like homophobia, prostitution, transsexuality 
and madness.  

plus Q and a with the director.

go see if you liked the Way he looks and or WilD tales.

Bronwen hughes | uk | 108 minues | english language
Starring- Ben Schnetzer, Ella Purnell, Kelly macdonald
Inspired by the true story of Dan Eldon, activist, artist 
and adventurer whose tumultuous coming of age 
coincided with his struggle to create positive change in 
an increasingly violent and dangerous world.

go see if you liked the motorcycle Diaries and or 
into the WilD.

stephen cookson | uk | 88 minutes | english language
Starring - Timothy Spall
Timothy Spall stars in the story of Stanley, a man who 
finds himself in prison for a crime he believes he did 
not commit. Confined to solitary he starts to talk to his 
comedy heroes, who try to help him remember what he 
has done. 

plus Q and a with the director and timothy spall.

go see if you liked moon and or secret honor.

kavi raz | uk | 132 minutes  | english language
Starring - amanda Root, Jason Flemyng, Satinder Sartaaj
The Black Prince is the tragic yet fascinating true story 
about the last King of the mighty Kingdom of Punjab who 
,placed on the throne at the age of five, died a pauper, 
alone in a Paris hotel. His long struggle to regain his 
identity and dignity took him across the world, but he was 
never allowed to set foot in his own Kingdom by the British. 
plus Q and a with cast and crew.
go see if you liked ocean of pearls and or esther kahn.

puBlic intimacy - plus the experimental film railment

radisson Blu edwardian manchester screen - 6pm - friday 3rd march

the journey is the Destination - plus the  music viDeo Dreams

radisson Blu edwardian manchester screen - 8pm - friday 3rd march

stanley a man of variety - plus the experimental film the copyist

metrolink screen - 6:30pm - friday 3rd march

the Black prince
metrolink screen - 8:30pm - friday 3rd march

UK PREMIERE

q AND A WITH TIMOTHY SPALL

UK PREMIERE

DIRECTOR q AND A
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alicia slimmer | usa | 90 minutes | english language
Starring - Stef Dawson, Ray abruzzo, James Kelley
Family is an institution. Sometimes, you gotta break 
out. This is the story of how 17-year-old Candy finds the 
courage to walk away from everything she’s ever known 
with the hope of discovering a better tomorrow.

plus Q and a with star stef Dawson and the director.
go see if you liked sixteen canDles and or the 
royal tenenBaums.

creeDmoria - plus the music viDeo peaceful life

metrolink screen - 7:45pm - saturday 4th march

joshua locy | usa l 85 minutes | english language
Starring - andre Royo, Jeannetta arnette, Kellee 
Stewart
After a 3-year stint in prison, an unreasonably optimistic 
middle-aged man returns to his stagnant neighborhood 
to win back his girlfriend only to find that she and his 
family have done what they always wanted to do - forget 
he exists.

go see if you liked the fisher king and or cinema paraDiso.

Warren B. malone | uk | 75 minues | english language
Starring -  Elizabeth healey, Keir charles, Liz Richardson
A tube strike throws two ex-lovers together, giving them 
the opportunity to come to terms with what happened 
between them and the paths their lives have taken.

plus Q and a with the director and cast.

go see if you liked Before sunrise and or one fine Day.

hunter gatherer plus the experimental film Dominio

metrolink screen - 3:15pm - saturday 4th march

across the river - plus the experimental film eleven eleven

metrolink screen - 5:30pm - saturday 4th march

UK PREMIERE

EUROPEAN PREMIERE

WORLD PREMIERE

official selection - narrative features

ryan michael | usa | 71 minutes | english language

Starring - Erin cipolletti, Emma Griffin
Jo is the bright spark in Claire’s recently darkened reality. 
The two women soon find themselves in trouble with the 
law and in the blink of an eye, Claire discovers Jo is not 
at all what she seems.

plus Q and a with the director.
go see if you liked girl interrupteD and or thelma 
anD louise.

josephine Doe - plus the experimental film running through life

metrolink screen - 1pm - saturday 4th march

UK PREMIERE
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official selection - narrative features

mark o’connor | ireland | 91 minutes  | english language
Starring - John connors, Kierston Wareing
When a low level drug dealer has his welfare cut he 
decides it’s time to join the big leagues, setting him and 
his gang on a violent collision course with the local king 
pin.

plus Q and a with star john connors and the director.

go see if you liked le haine and or state of grace.

carDBoarD gangsters - plus the experimental film Wait Wait spring

metrolink screen - 5:15pm - sunday 5th march

frederik Barington | Denmark | 86 minutes | Danish language

Starring - Elias munk, Laura Kjær, Vibeke ankjær
With the help of a charming hospice worker, a young 
cancer patient searches for his serenity, but is held back 
by her unresolved past and his impending death.

plus Q and a with the director.

go see if you liked the fault in our stars and or Dying 
young.

When the sun shines  - plus the experimental film to the enD of the fingertips

metrolink screen - 3pm - sunday 5th march

michael riebl | uk | 90 minutes  | german language
Starring - Sandra cervik, Emilio De marchi 
In Vienna’s 16th district an amateur crook and an 
economics student join forces and set up a flourishing 
business model that looks set to put Ottakring’s biggest 
gangster on the street.

go see if you liked the Bonfire of the vanities and 
or poppitZ.

planet ottakring - plus the experimental film aBstract itterations ii

metrolink screen - 1pm - sunday 5th march

UK PREMIERE

UK PREMIERE

maniff 48 hour film challenge
We have teamed up with SSR, our creative partner for the second year running, to host a brand 
new event – the MANIFF 48-hour Film Challenge. 

Your brief is to shoot and edit a film no longer than five minutes in length in just 48 hours. Each 
team will be given the elements that must be included and an introduction at SSR on Friday 
March 3 2017.

We are looking for 20 teams to take part, the challenge is open to all ages and skills, just 
register www.maniff.com/24hourfilm

All films will be shown at 12pm on Sunday 5th March in the 
Radisson Edwardian Manchester screen in the Odeon Printworks.

The winner will be announced at our closing awards ceremony, 
and presents a great opportunity to rub shoulders with 
established filmmakers and industry professionals.

AWARD WINNING
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official selection - festival calenDar
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18:30 
stanley a man of 
variety
Plus q and A with 
Timothy Spall 
and the director.

20:30 
the Black prince
Plus q and A 
with cast and 
crew.

20:00 
the journey is 
the Destination

18:00 
Shorts Session 1
Cautionary Tales, 
The Last Laugh, 
Lightningface, Twat 
Clinical, Celui qui 
brûle, Democracy in 
the Driver’s Seat., Mind 
Blown.

20:30 
Shorts Session 2
Three Kinds of Fear, 
The Silent Man, 
Sengatan, 
Juliet Remembered. 
A Tree, a Rock, a Cloud.

THURSDAY 3RD

18:00 
public intimacy
Plus q and A 
with the director.

13:00 
josephine Doe
Plus q and A with 
the director.

15:15 
hunter gatherer

15:00 
no roads in
Plus q and A 
with Blake Reid 
and director.

12:00 
Women in Film 
Panel 
With Hollywood director 
and actresses Karen 
Allen and Stef Dawson. 
Plus Tori Butler Hart and 
Alicia Slimmer.

15:00 
Shorts Session 3 
The Disposers, 
The Back Seat, 
Birth of a Leader, 
One Sunday, 
Taubman, 
Dunroamin.

13:00 
Das Wassup

17:30 
across the river
Plus q and A with 
the director and 
cast.

19:45 
creedmoria
Plus q and 
A with Stef 
Dawsona and 
the director.

19:30 
happy
Plus q and A 
with the director.

17:15 
Shorts Session 4
My Cousin Klara, 
Neon, Whoever was 
Using This Bed, 
Celebration of Nothing, 
Son, Among the Dead, 
Terminal.

19:30
Shorts Session 5
On Paper, 
Spoken Word, 
Only Child, 
The Wonderful Flight, 
Memory Hospital.

13:00 
planet ottakring

15:00 
When the sun 
shines
Plus q and A with 
the director.

12:00 
Jury Select Panel 
MANIFF17 Jury on what 
films from this year’s in 
competition selection 
have impressed them 
and the jury process at 
this edition’s festival.

13:00 
animated Shorts
I am Dyslexic, Crack’d, 
My Man (Octopus), Magic 
Box, Digital Romance, 
Lockbox, Hope, Hugo 
Bumfeldt, A Little Grey, 
this is Not an Animation, 
Money Time.

17:15 
cardboard 
gangsters
Plus q and A with 
the director and 
stars.

19:30 
closing night 
gala - katie 
says goodbye
Introduced by 
Olivia Cooke.

15:15 
Shorts Session 6
The Interrogation of 
Olivia Donovan, 
Shoot Me Nicely, 
Tryst in Paname, 
Pebbles,
Sweet Maddie Stone.

17:30 
Shorts Session 7
Confection, The Fuzz, 
The Record: The 
World’s Largest Family, 
One Last Dance, 
Real Artists,
The Land of Exodus.

17:15 
my life as a film
Plus q and A 
with the director.

15:00 
D o c u m e n t a r y 
shorts 2
A Very Sicliian 
Justice, 
Mama Rwanda, 
Hello World.

20:00  
opening night gala 
alfie Boe - on the Wheels of a Dream
presented by radisson edwardian 
manchester
Plus the short films: TAUBMAN, ONE LAST 
DANCE and THE LAST LAUGH

SCREEN

all Day
As well as playing before our feature presentations, 
experimental films will be playing all day at the Saul 
hay Gallery in Castlefield. The films are: Running 
Through Life, Because I Am, To the Ends of the 
Fingertips, Abstract Iterations II, The Copyist, Wait 
Wait Spring, Eleven Eleven, Dominio and Railment.

Be Who you are say What you feel

Women in film

rising star

KEY

17:00 
Documentary 
shorts 1
Julian Price, 
Balance, One More, 
In Search of 
Perfect Constance.

*All shorts sessions will include directors q and A’s.
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michael patrick mckinley | usa l 77 minutes | english language

Based on the life of Augusta artist Leonard Zimmerman, 
HAPPY is the story of one man’s journey through the 
storm, and his desire to share the sunshine he found on 
the other side of it.
plus a Q and a with the director.

happy - plus the experimental film Because i am

radisson Blu edwardian manchester screen - 7:30pm - saturday 4th march

josh Wong | canada l 79 minutes | english language
An abandoned homestead, twelve songs and five days 
to cut an album. A journey into how the power of music 
transforms our life.
plus a special acoustic performance by Blake reid and a 
Q and a with the director.

a modern day carnegie, ballet and a baby, the final bell, 
and peace music, are what’s in store in Doc shorts 1.
Featuring: JULIAN PRICE, BALANCE, ONE MORE and IN 
SEARCH OF PERFECT CONSONANCE.
plus a Q and a with the directors.

no roaDs in - plus the music viDeo school Boy Q ‘john miur’

radisson Blu edwardian manchester screen - 3pm - saturday 4th march

Documentary shorts 1
radisson Blu edwardian manchester screen - 5pm - saturday 4th march

johannes schaff | uk | 96 minues | english language
Imagine Dreamgirls, but instead of it being about 3 friends 
from Detroit it’s about 3 God fearing lesbian rappers from 
Tampa, Florida as they travel on a UK and European tour 
together for the first time.

Das Wassup - plus the music viDeo it’s not the enD of the WorlD - the hiDe

radisson Blu edwardian manchester screen - 1pm - saturday 4th march

official selection - free talks anD panels

eva vitija | switzerland | 77 minutes | german language
A surprising and philosophical family story about filming 
and the attempt to capture life. A powerful debut film with 
unexpectedly universal appeal that doesn’t shy away from 
portraying the small and big flaws that make us human.  
plus a Q and a with the director.

my life as a film - plus the music viDeo fireBall

radisson Blu edwardian manchester screen - 5:15pm - sunday 5th march

WORLD PREMIERE

UK PREMIERE

DIRECTOR q AND A

UK PREMIERE

official selection - Documentaries

DIRECTOR q AND A

join cabana
rio street food

for a 
taste of

Lunchtime  
specials from 

£7.95
Skewers,  
cocktails  
and samba

Dj and  
dancing in our 

caipirinha  
bar

cabana-brasil.com | Find us at the Manchester Corn Exchange!

rio street food

CAB MANC SS16_City Life 20x3 JAN17.indd   1 30/01/2017   17:09

italian rules, post war enterprise, and megabytes of 
ambition, best describe the stories of Doc shorts 2. 
Featuring: A VERY SICLIIAN JUSTICE, MAMA RWANDA 
and HELLO WORLD.
Plus a Q and a with the directors.

Documentary shorts 2
radisson Blu edwardian manchester screen - 3pm - sunday 5th march

LIVE q AND A FROM SICILY

MANIFF17’s official Jury will give an inside look at the jury process, and find out what they 
really thought of this year’s selection of films from around the world. Guests include exec 
producer Gareth Jones (Lock Stock), writer and director Matt Butler Hart (Two Down and 
The Isle), director Matt Wilde (Kicking Off) and casting director Jane Anderson.

Award-winning screenwriter Elan Mastai will be talking about writing for screen, and 
about his very cinematic debut novel “All Our Wrong Todays”. Elan has written five feature 
films and produced two, most recently ‘What If’ starring Daniel Radcliffe and Adam 
Driver. please join elan after the talk for a drinks reception, Q&a and book signing at 
Waterstones Deansgate.

jury select live panelleD Discussion 
city suites screen - 12pm - sunday 5th march

elan mastai talks screenWriting - presenteD By penguin ranDom 

house anD Waterstones - metrolink screen - 5pm - friday 3rd march

Guests include Karen Allen (Raiders of the Lost Ark), Steff Dawson (Hunger Games), Tori 
Butler Hart (Keeping Rosie) and Alicia Slimmer (Creedmoria). This hour long programme 
will tackle all things pro female in independent cinema.

Women in film live panelleD Discussion
city suites screen - 12pm - saturday 4th march

All talks and panels at MANIFF are hosted by Film Critic Tom Percival, conclude with open 
questions from the audience and are FREE. Just book to reserve your space at 

www.maniff.com/talks
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always listen to your mother, stand up purgatory, one 
man and his strike, new age diagnosis, all about a 
fish, sheep on a bus, and driving miss celebrity are the 
stories to blow your mind in shorts session 1.
Featuring: CAUTIONARY TALES, THE LAST LAUGH, 
LIGHTNINGFACE, TWAT CLINICAL, CELUI qUI BRûLE 
and DEMOCRACY IN THE DRIVER’S SEAT.
plus Q and a with Directors.

Danger on the streets, the perfect gent, a traveller’s 
sting, the therapy of shakespeare, and a boy in a man’s 
diner, make up a collection of shorts that will both shock 
and inspire in shorts session 2.
Featuring: THREE KINDS OF FEAR, THE SILENT MAN, 
SENGATAN, JULIET REMEMBERED and A TREE. A 
ROCK. A CLOUD. plus Q and a with Directors.

fighting for life, destination bus shelter, role of a 
lifetime, the big game, don’t forget your passport, and 
a house viewing, will leave you enthralled and intrigued 
in shorts session 3.
Featuring: THE DISPOSERS, THE BACK SEAT, BIRTH OF 
A LEADER, ONE SUNDAY, TAUBMAN and DUNROAMIN.
plus Q and a with Directors.

a sinister ride, a sci-fi angel, a ring in the night, a 
Walkman affair, a father’s way, a daddy’s girl, and 
a daughter’s decision, highlight a not to be missed 
selection of thought provoking films in shorts session 4.
Featuring: MY COUSIN KLARA, NEON, WHOEVER WAS 
USING THIS BED, CELEBRATION OF NOTHING, SON, 
AMONG THE DEAD and TERMINAL.
plus Q and a with Directors.

marriage police, trigger points, a traveller’s tale, 
innocent danger, and hard drive casualties give us 
drama on many levels in shorts session 5.
Featuring: ON PAPER, SPOKEN WORD, ONLY CHILD, 
THE WONDERFUL FLIGHT and MEMORY HOSPITAL.
plus Q and a with Directors.

shorts session 1
city suites screen - 6pm - friday 3rd march

shorts session 2
city suites screen - 8:30pm - friday 3rd march

shorts session 3
city suites screen - 3pm - saturday 4th march

shorts session 4
city suites screen - 5:15pm - saturday 4th march

shorts session 5
city suites screen - 7:30pm - saturday 4th march

official selection - short films

facebook/scavirayuk             @scaviandray_uk              @scavirayuk

scavi & ray premium  
prosecco. pick up a piccolo  
at the manchester film  
festival.  

 

#TILTIT
WITH PISTONHEAD 
 

@Pistonheadlager @Pistonheadlager @Pistonheadlager 
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Featuring: I AM DYSLExIC, CRACK’D, MY MAN 
(OCTOPUS), MAGIC BOx, DIGITAL ROMANCE, 
LOCKBOx, HOPE, HUGO BUMFELDT, A LITTLE GREY, 
THIS IS NOT AN ANIMATION and MONEY TIME.
plus Q and a with Directors.

mind games, photo ops, hotel thoughts, a pre-planned 
date, and a school girl with issues take an eclectic 
centre stage in shorts session 6.
Featuring: THE INTERROGATION OF OLIVIA DONOVAN, 
SHOOT ME NICELY, TRYST IN PANAME, PEBBLES and 
SWEET MADDIE STONE.
plus Q and a with Directors.

animateD shorts
city suites screen - 1pm - sunday 5th march

shorts session 6
city suites screen - 3:15pm - sunday 4th march

a boy’s tale, a policeman’s confession, a record attempt, 
a step to the past, a creative farm, a trail to a border, will 
make you laugh, cry and question in shorts session 7.
Featuring: CONFECTION, THE FUZZ, THE RECORD: THE 
WORLD’S LARGEST FAMILY, ONE LAST DANCE, REAL 
ARTISTS and THE LAND OF ExODUS
plus Q and a with Directors.

shorts session 7
city suites screen - 5:30pm - sunday 4th march

official selection - short filmsshort films
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*Terms and conditions apply

Stop to screen with Metrolink  
Adult Weekend Travelcards: £5.80*

P L O T  L I N E


